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Special Meeting of the Bias-Based Policing Review Committee 
DRAFT Meeting Minutes for 

Friday, September 21, 2022, at 1:00 p.m. 
(Virtual Meeting via Microsoft Teams Platform) 

 
At 1:04 p.m. Executive Session [Call to Order, Roll Call and Opening Remarks by 

Commission Chairperson (Sha Brown) and Review Committee Chairperson 
(Marvin Boyer)]  

 Chairperson Brown called the Executive Session of the Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement 
Citizen Advisory Commission’s (Commission) Bias-Based Policing Review Committee (Review 
Committee) to order [where a quorum was present] and provided an overview of the Review Committee’s 
proposed Special Meeting Agenda.   
 
 Pursuant to Section 8.3 of the Commission’s Bylaws, and on behalf of the Review Committee, 
Chairperson Brown invited PSP to this Executive Session to provide PSP an opportunity to engage in pre-
deliberative feedback concerning the Review Committee’s draft of its Preliminary Investigative Review 
Report for Internal Case No. 21-0010-P.  Chairperson Brown explained this “opportunity to respond” 
meeting allows for PSP to directly submit any specific concerns regarding the draft report, provide 
additional information, and or make a request(s) of Commissioners to re-consider and or amend portions 
of the draft report prior to finalization before submission to the full Commission for further action.  To 
this end, Chairperson Brown welcomed representatives from PSP (including Chief Counsel Daniel Beck, 
Captain Christopher King, Captain Beaver, Major Klein, and Corporal Glen De’Angelo along with 
others). 
  
[Commissioner Keir Bradford-Grey, Esq. joined the Executive Session at 1:12 p.m.] 
 
 Before relinquishing the floor, Chairperson Brown generally explained and or clarified the 
parameters and purpose of this Executive Session including its limitations, the differences between the 
Review Committee’s Determinations versus Findings and Recommendations versus Notes, scope of the 
Commission’s review and the Commission’s Review Process [modeled after the terms of Executive Order 
2020-04, as amended] and role of the Office of State Inspector General.  Within that context, Chairperson 
Brown relinquished the floor to Chief Counsel Beck.  Chief Counsel Beck first explained PSP’s reasoning 
for requesting minor changes including removal of some language regarding the use of open sources 
during the committee’s reviews contained within the impartiality section and other more descriptive 
language used to illustrate the involved Trooper’s conduct which PSP believed was opinion.  Chief 
Counsel also explained that PSP believed the involved Trooper’s conduct potentially fell within two of 
the five statutory categories where reasonable force may be used and asked Commissioners to re-consider 
inclusion of the entirety of Finding No. 1 concerning use of less than lethal force.  After several questions 
from Commissioners seeking additional information including, for example, how internal affairs 
investigators are selected/assigned to cases and trained along with whether investigators are racially 
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diverse, Chairperson Brown summarized PSP’s requests, i.e., removal of language and reconsideration of 
proposed Finding No. 1, and thanked PSP representatives for their time and assistance. 
  
 With no further confidential, pre-deliberative, or administrative matters before it, the Review 
Committee’s Executive Session ended at 1:35 p.m. 
 
[Commissioner Denise Ashe joined the Special Meeting at 1:38 p.m.] 
 
At 1:41 p.m.  Public Session of Special Meeting Commenced and Recording Began 
 
At 1:42 p.m. Call to Order, Roll Call, and Opening Remarks by Commission Chairperson 

(Sha Brown) 
Chairperson Brown called the Special Meeting of the Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen 

Advisory Commission’s (Commission) Bias-Based Policing Review Committee (Review Committee) to 
order, announced that the meeting was being recorded and participation in the meeting conferred consent 
to being recorded.  Chairperson Brown asked the Commission’s Secretary (Jaimie L. Hicks) to conduct a 
Roll Call and Commissioners Marvin Boyer [Review Committee Chairperson], Brenda Tate, Denise Ashe, 
Keir Bradford-Grey, Esq., and Suresh Canagarajah were present remotely and a quorum of the Review 
Committee was recorded.  The Commission’s Ex-Officio Member Angela Fitterer (representing the Office 
of the Governor) and Ex-Officio Member Captain King (designee of the Pennsylvania State Police 9PSP)) 
along with Vice-Chairperson Elizabeth Pittinger were also present remotely.  A copy of the Roll Call and 
Attendance Form is attached hereto and made a part hereof [see Attachment 1]. 

 
At 1:43 p.m.  Public Comment Reminder 
 Chairperson Brown reminded members of the public of the various ways citizens may participate 
and offer public comment before and during all meetings of the Commission and the Commission’s 
Subcommittees and Review Committees to ensure public participation and transparency.  For purposes of 
this Special Meeting, Chairperson Brown limited public comment to three minutes per speaker. 
 
At 1:44 p.m. Motion to Approve Bias-Based Policing Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda 

by Unanimous Consent 
 Chairperson Brown asked for a motion to approve the Bias-Based Policing Review Committee’s 
Meeting Agenda by unanimous consent.  The motion was offered and seconded by Review Committee 
members in attendance.  Chairperson Brown asked if there were any objection(s) to the Meeting Agenda 
and after hearing no objections, Chairperson Brown recognized the approval of the Bias-Based Policing 
Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda by unanimous consent.  A copy of the Bias-Based Policing Review 
Committee’s September 21, 2022, Meeting Agenda, as adopted, is attached hereto, and made a part hereof 
[see Attachment 2]. 
 
At 1:44 p.m.  Motion to Approve Adoption of the Bias-Based Policing Review Committee’s 

DRAFT September 9, 2022, Meeting Minutes by Unanimous Consent 
 Chairman Brown asked for a motion to approve the draft of the Bias-Based Policing Review 
Committee’s September 9, 2022, Meeting Minutes by unanimous consent.  The motion was offered and 
seconded by Review Committee members.  Unanimous consent to approve adoption of the draft of the 
Bias-Based Policing Review Committee’s September 9, 2022, Meeting Minutes passed with no noted 
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objections [a copy of the Meeting Minutes as adopted is available on the Review Committee’s webpage 
found at www.osig.pa.gov/PSLECAC]. 
 
At 1:45 p.m. Other Review Committee Administrative Matters  
 Review Committee Chairperson Boyer did not have any administrative matters to report and or 
other comments to offer.   
 
At 1:45 p.m. Continued Consideration, Discussion, and Deliberation in Anticipation of 

Issuing a Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-
0010-P for Presentation to the Commission 

 Chairperson Brown began the discussion by stating the Review Committee engaged in significant 
and substantial deliberations regarding the completed internal investigation by PSP concerning an incident 
[which occurred on January 14, 2019 in Troop F] and subsequent bias-based policing complaint.  The 
Review Committee authorized the initial drafting of a Preliminary Investigative Review Report for 
Internal Case No. 21-0010-P [during its Special Meeting held on July 26, 2022] for internal distribution 
and consideration during its Special Meeting on September 9, 2022.  During its September 9, 2022 Special 
Meeting, Chairperson Brown reported that the Review Committee authorized distribution of its draft 
preliminary report to PSP for an “opportunity to respond” in accordance with Section 8.3 of the 
Commission’s Bylaws.  During today’s Executive Session, Chairperson Brown reported that PSP met 
with the Review Committee to discuss the draft preliminary report and that PSP requested proposed 
amendments for Commissioner’s further consideration. 
 
 Chairperson Brown then explained he would summarize each of the proposed amendments and 
confirm with each Commissioner their position on accepting or denying the proposed amendments; and 
entertain any additional discussion and consideration of any other amendments offered by Commissioners.  
When all amendments are voted on, Chairperson Brown stated he would ask for a motion to approve the 
draft of Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0010-P as amended (if 
applicable) and adoption of Resolution No. BBP-I authorizing submission of the report for consideration 
by the full Commission on October 28, 2022. 
 
 Starting with PSP’s request to remove language describing Commissioners’ ability to use open 
sources and request for use of unique identifiers for Troopers during case reviews within the impartiality 
section, Chairperson Brown relinquished the floor to Review Committee Chairperson Boyer for 
discussion.  Review Committee Chairperson Boyer remarked that he had no objection to PSP’s request 
based on previous discussions among Commissioners.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey recalled she asked 
PSP about how internal affairs investigators were assigned to cases and the diversity of its investigators.  
Commissioner Bradford-Grey summarized PSP’s response which included, among other things, that 
internal affairs investigators were diverse and rotated out every three years.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey 
was satisfied with PSP’s response that the agency’s Internal Affairs Division maintains safeguards to 
foster impartiality in its administrative investigations.  Commissioner Tate agreed with Review Committee 
Chairperson Boyer’s position. 
 
 Commissioner Canagarajah also agreed to accommodate PSP’s request but cautioned against 
removing language showing the Review Committee’s efforts and activities in reaching its determination.  
For example, Commissioner Canagarajah favored providing as much information as possible to reflect the 
Review Commission’s deliberations and diligence and recalled previous requests to remove language 
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describing the Review Committee’s procedural activities to ensure objectivity.  Because the requested 
change here was minor, Commissioner Canagarajah agreed with his fellow Commissioners since it did 
not harm or minimize the Review Committee’s work.  Commissioner Ashe agreed with Review 
Committee Chairperson Boyer and Vice-Chairperson Pittinger understood Commissioners’ sentiments.  
However, Vice-Chairperson Pittinger wished to note the challenges accessing information.  For example, 
Vice-Chairperson Pittinger understood the limits placed on and the availability of information across all 
Review Committees and believed it to be a systemic issue.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger also acknowledged 
that some of the limitations to information were beyond PSP’s control.  With no other comments or 
questions regarding PSP’s first request, Chairperson Brown recognized the consensus among 
Commissioners to remove the pertinent sentence beginning with “Without the names of the parties 
involved…” from the impartiality determination section.         
 
 Concerning PSP’s request for removal of descriptive language depicting the Trooper’s conduct 
[“forcibly and aggressively”] and reconsideration of Finding No. 1, Chairperson Brown first recounted 
that the Review Committee engaged in substantial deliberations regarding whether the Trooper’s conduct 
fell within one of the five limited, statutory categories where use of reasonable force is permitted and 
decided it did not.  Chairperson Brown reported that PSP indicated the Trooper’s use of less than lethal 
force potentially fell within two of these categories, namely (i) when a Trooper reasonably believes that 
force is immediately necessary while protecting themselves or another from bodily injury from the 
unlawful force of another; or (ii) when a Trooper reasonably believes force is necessary to prevent another 
from committing or consummating the commission of a crime involving, or threatening, bodily injury, 
damage to or loss of property, or a breach of the peace.  Specifically, PSP indicated the involved Trooper 
came in between the complainant and another Trooper to prevent the complainant from obstructing the 
vehicle search [first category above] and or the involved Trooper’s use of force was necessary to prevent 
the complainant from breaching the peace [second category above].  Chairperson Brown then asked if any 
Commissioner agreed and relinquished the floor to Review Committee Chairperson Boyer. 
 
 Review Committee Chairperson Boyer was conflicted.  On the one hand, Review Committee 
Chairperson Boyer believed that Commissioners must depend on a Trooper’s good judgment, but on the 
other hand, the Trooper’s use of force in this case did not fit within any of the statutory categories.  While 
it was possible that the Trooper’s conduct could possibly fall within the statute [second category above], 
Review Committee Chairperson Boyer stated it was a judgment call.  Review Committee Chairperson still 
questioned whether the Trooper’s “chest bump” was necessary and remained conflicted. 
 
 Commissioner Bradford-Grey believed that she needed more time to consider what PSP was 
asking of the Review Committee.  For example, Commissioner Bradford-Grey recalled that the Motor 
Vehicle Recording (MVR) of the incident did not show what PSP described.  Given the totality of 
circumstances, i.e., both the complainant and passenger walked freely throughout encounter, Trooper 
failed to control scene, etc. as previously discussed, Commissioner Bradford-Grey did not see how the 
complainant’s behavior [MVR did not include audio] gave rise to use or any level of force here.  To the 
contrary, Commissioner Bradford-Grey noted that the Trooper’s conduct could be seen as “escalation” 
and stood by the Review Committee’s initial Finding since she could not say such conduct fell within the 
two categories offered by PSP.   
 
 When recalling the MVR of the underlying incident and moment force was used, Commissioner 
Canagarajah noted that the complainant stood next to the vehicle’s passenger and did not remember seeing 
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another Trooper in the immediate vicinity.  While it was possible, Commissioner Canagarajah noted that 
such evidence was not captured in the MVR.  Commissioner Canagarajah questioned why verbal 
commands cannot be given first when incident did not present any life threatening conduct on behalf of 
the complainant in lieu of any force.  Here, Commissioner Canagarajah believed the complainant certainly 
complained throughout the encounter, but the Trooper appeared to escalate the situation. 
 
 Commissioner Tate was also conflicted and agreed that both PSP and the Review Committee must 
avoid manipulation of words that may advance a narrative about an encounter.  Commissioner Tate also 
recalled that the complainant was free to move around during the vehicle’s search and that Troopers did 
not take control of the scene.  Consequently, Commissioner Tate questioned how PSP can now assert that 
the Trooper’s aggression was the result of possible negative behavior and or physical interaction by the 
complainant.  Commissioner Tate recognized how the public would view this encounter, i.e., did I see 
what I saw like in the “Rodney King” incident.  Commissioner Tate suspected that the narrative within 
PSP’s records was altered to fit the Trooper’s actions, i.e., description of complainant’s conduct.  Like 
Commissioner Bradford-Grey, Commissioner Tate did not see any evidence on the part of the complainant 
that could have necessitated a “chest bump” and questioned why the Review Committee should consider 
removal of its descriptive language of the Trooper’s conduct since PSP used similar adjectives when 
describing the complainant, i.e., “argumentative.”  In addition, Commissioner Tate remarked that this 
conduct and PSP’s investigation of the underlying encounter went beyond the “chest bump.” 
 
 Commissioner Ashe also agreed with Commissioner Bradford-Grey and found the MVR of the 
incident “upsetting.”  Commissioner Ashe believed that the involved Trooper held some type of personal 
animosity toward the complainant given their past interactions and the Trooper’s verbal comments voiced 
throughout the encounter.  Commissioner Ashe concluded that the Trooper lacked respect for the citizen 
and did not believe the “chest bump” was necessary. 
 
 Vice-Chairperson Pittinger opined that this review was a tough one.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger 
stated the Review Committee is required to review PSP’s completed internal investigation of the bias-
based policing complaint and underlying encounter, but struggle with the gaps of, and deficiencies within 
the information provided, i.e., no detail regarding the Trooper’s prior knowledge of and interactions with 
the complainant.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger commented that Commissioner Tate raised an issue that 
many Commissioners believe to be true.  Without disrespecting any Covered Agency, Vice-Chairperson 
Pittinger also believed that narratives were often created to justify the actions and conduct of law 
enforcement to avoid the issuance of any discipline, i.e., cover for conduct and make story fit the facts.  
Vice-Chairperson Pittinger commented it appeared the Review Committee was being asked to believe the 
Trooper attempted to de-escalate using an inappropriate tactic.  Asked whether the Trooper’s conduct fit 
within either of two use of force categories, Vice-Chairperson Pittinger stated “maybe it does, maybe it 
doesn’t.” 
 
 Chairperson Brown clarified that Commissioners were to consider two remaining items, i.e., 
removal of descriptive language of the Trooper’s conduct and removal of Finding No. 1.  Chairperson 
Brown also re-read the two categories offered by PSP to justify the Trooper’s conduct in support of its 
request to remove Finding No. 1.  Chairperson Brown also noted that the language in Finding No. 1 
supports the Review Committee’s related Proposed Recommendation No. 1 which read as follows: 
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The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based 
Policing Review Committee preliminarily recommends that the Pennsylvania State Police 
revise and include language within its use of force policy permitting the use of less than 
lethal proportional force (given the totality of circumstances) to carry out a legitimate law 
or civil enforcement activity, including a definition for “legitimate law or enforcement 
activity” in further support and enhancement of Recommendation No. 1 contained in the 
Final Report for Internal Case No. 21-0001-P (adopted on December 10, 2021).  

Consequently, if the Review Committee opts to remove Finding No. 1 then Proposed Recommendation 
No. 1 would also be removed since the two are intertwined.  Chairperson Brown reminded Commissioners 
that the Review Committee was asking PSP to define another category to capture other less than lethal 
force activity which mirrored the Finding and Recommendation of the Use of Force Review Committee.  
In other words, Chairperson Brown explained that the intent behind this Review Committee’s proposed 
Finding No. 1 and related recommendation [which essentially reaffirmed a recommendation adopted by 
the Commission] is to avoid forcing an incident and related conduct into one of the broader statutorily 
defined five use of force categories. 
 
 Review Committee Chairperson Boyer commented that the proposed sixth category more clearly 
and directly covers the Trooper’s conduct here but remained conflicted about honoring PSP’s request.  For 
example, Review Committee Chairperson Boyer agreed that PSP possibly fashioned its narrative of the 
incident to fit the Trooper’s conduct and that he needed more specificity and justification to support the 
Trooper’s action.  After viewing the MVR of the incident, Review Committee Chairperson Boyer stated 
the Trooper felt justified in his actions but was also cognizant of how the public views this type of conduct.   
 
 Chairperson Brown again asked if Commissioners wished to honor PSP’s two remaining requests, 
i.e., removal of descriptive language and Finding No. 1, and asked if Commissioners believed they had 
enough information to make this decision or wished to table this decision to allow for more time to 
consider PSP’s request.   
 
 Given its robust discussion along with the type of information provided by PSP, Commissioner 
Tate believed the Review Committee needed help to better understand PSP’s adjudicatory findings since 
this type of behavior can easily escalate into something very bad.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey believed 
the Review Committee cannot arrive at a definitive understanding of the Trooper’s conduct and how it 
possibly fit within two of the five use of force categories as explained by PSP.  Consequently, 
Commissioner Bradford-Grey favored tabling the matter as suggested and PSP can either provide more 
information about the interaction and the moment force was used if Commissioners were missing 
something so the Review Committee can try to ensure these types of situations do not become dangerous.  
Vice-Chairperson Pittinger stated the Review Committee’s deliberations were very thoughtful since its 
review began as though the underlying incident was very straight forward given PSP’s summary of its 
investigation.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger also believed that Commissioners Tate and Bradford-Grey’s 
dialogue was very encouraging, i.e., what is rationale and justification for doing what the Trooper did.  
However, Vice-Chairperson Pittinger warned that the Review Committee was treading dangerously 
around questioning the actions of the Trooper [asking for the minutia] and only PSP can provide that 
honest discussion.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger understood that certain information sought by 
Commissioners cannot be shared by PSP but thought it helpful to know the factors that lead to PSP’s 
justification of the Trooper’s conduct. 
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 Chairperson Brown questioned the method the Review Committee could use to obtain the 
additional information since all avenues were exhausted and Commissioners received all information the 
Review Committee it was allowed to receive.  For example, Chairperson Brown stated the Review 
Committee already received PSP’s comprehensive summary of its completed internal investigation of the 
underlying encounter and related bias-based policing complaint, a redacted copy of the MVR capturing 
the underlying incident and was able to question and interact with the agency during PSP’s oral 
presentation of its investigation and today during PSP’s “opportunity to respond” to its draft preliminary 
report.  Despite these opportunities, Chairperson Brown stated Commissioners maintained the ability to 
determine they did not feel the Review Committee had enough information to complete its review or make 
required determinations.  Chairperson Brown reminded Commissioners of the limitations placed on the 
information the Review Committee may receive and or access and did not see another avenue outside of 
the Commission’s current Review Process. 
 
 Commissioner Bradford-Grey wondered if the Review Committee could still ask PSP for 
additional information if it believed the information was necessary prior to rendering any final decision, 
i.e., re-open case review to allow PSP to provide additional information.  Chairperson Brown replied that 
Executive Order 2020-04, as amended, authorized the Review Committee to request additional 
information and or documents but did not contemplate additional conversations or discussions with PSP.  
In other words, the Review Committee was authorized to make a request or additional information but 
could not request another “sit down” with PSP.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey believed information was 
information and commented that live conversations/dialogue with a Covered Agency was limited to and 
through presentations.  However, Commissioner Bradford-Grey also believed that there were flaws in the 
process since Commissioners were not allowed access to various information which may need to be 
revisited.  Nonetheless, Commissioner Bradford-Grey recognized that the Review Committee was stuck, 
i.e., “what you get is what you got” and did not see changing Finding No. 1 and its related 
Recommendation. 
 
 Chairperson Brown remarked that the Review Committee was entitled to and engaged in with PSP 
and those opportunities had come and gone [during PSP’s oral presentation in the beginning of its Review 
Process and during the “opportunity to respond” meeting at the end of its Review Process].  Vice-
Chairperson Pittinger recognized that today was the day the Covered Agency could ask the Review 
Committee to revise and remove proposed language, but it represented the first opportunity to consider 
the Covered Agency’s request(s).  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger believed the Commission’s Review Process 
worked well thus far.  However, Vice-Chairperson Pittinger surmised that Commissioners may wish to 
have a further opportunity to deliberate on a Covered Agency’s request since [as in this case] the Covered 
Agency asked the Review Committee to completely ignore what it did.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger 
remarked further that the Covered Agency’s request(s) come(s) after-the-fact, i.e., PSP indicated force fell 
within two use of force categories which Commissioners did not think the conduct fit before so why now 
other than PSP asking us to reconsider. 
 
 Again, Chairperson Brown stated that the Review Committee can make the request but that such 
a request was outside of its Review Process [so it could not be enforced].  Review Committee Chairperson 
Boyer, Vice-Chairperson Pittinger and Commissioner Bradford-Grey agreed that the Review Committee 
was stuck with the information it had and was left with its interpretation of the MVR of the encounter and 
explanations provided by PSP that validated conduct [both of which were potential problems for 
Commissioners].  Commissioners wondered if they should view the MVR of the encounter again before 
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making a decision.  Chairperson Brown questioned what source(s) can/could be used to obtain the 
additional information.  Chairperson Brown added that the Commissioners’ questions and comments 
centered around what the Trooper thought at the time which was an impossible task and did not know if 
that information was even available.   
 
 Commissioner Canagarajah remarked that the Review Committee was not required to arrive at a 
consensus with PSP during its review and that it was acceptable for PSP and Commissioners to maintain 
different and varying views.  For example, Commissioner Canagarajah stated that the Review Committee 
can decide that it appeared there was no justification for the “chest bump” and PSP may view it differently 
and could possibly have additional information not available to Commissioners.  Commissioner 
Canagarajah supported the Review Committee’s Finding No. 1 and related Recommendation, and 
reminded Commissioners that PSP still had an opportunity to respond should the full Commission adopt 
the committee’s Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations contained in its preliminary report.   
 
 Commissioner Bradford-Grey agreed that the Review Committee and PSP were not required to 
reach a consensus.  However, Commissioner Bradford-Grey believed that the Review Committee’s 
Findings and Recommendations should be based on and revolve around an understanding of the universe 
of information related to PSP’s internal investigation of the underlying encounter and related bias-based 
policing complaint.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey questioned how PSP could ask the Review Committee 
to change and remove its proposed Finding No. 1 if such a request was based on information 
Commissioners do not have access to and wondered whether PSP’s request was based on the same 
information available to Commissioners, i.e., same set of facts and MVR.  Chairperson Brown replied that 
PSP naturally had access to more information than Commissioners will ever have given PSP’s 
involvement in both the criminal and administrative investigations of the incident, i.e., witness statements. 
 
 Again, Chairperson Brown commented that it appeared the Review Committee was stuck, and its 
deliberations were at a standstill.  Chairperson Brown offered to submit the request for additional 
information on behalf of the Review Committee if that was what Commissioners wanted.  Commissioner 
Bradford-Grey believed that this request represented a very narrow situation where the Review Committee 
wished to fully understand the interaction between the Trooper and complainant from start to finish and 
why the Trooper believed his conduct was necessary.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey again recounted that 
it appeared the Trooper knew the complainant and the complainant was allowed to freely move around so 
the Trooper could not reasonably then fear for his safety.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey acknowledged 
the complainant appeared agitated and asked a lot of questions but wondered whether the Trooper’s use 
of the “chest bump” was meant to put the complainant in his place which was not acceptable.  
Commissioner Bradford-Grey asked if PSP had additional information then she would like to have it.  If 
PSP did not have any additional information then Commissioner Bradford-Grey agreed with 
Commissioner Canagarajah that Commissioners simply had a different opinion than PSP. 
 
 Chairperson Brown replied that the Review Committee was in possession of all the information it 
was entitled to and surmised it was only missing, for example, having direct contact with the principles 
who were at the scene.  Chairperson Brown reported that the Review Committee already approved Finding 
No. 1 and its related Recommendation and that it was only asked to reconsider its finding and conclusion 
but was not obligated to change them.  Chairperson Brown advised against tabling the Review 
Committee’s consideration in anticipation of receiving additional information it would likely not receive.  
However, Chairperson Brown offered that the Review Committee could decide it was not provided enough 
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information to change and or remove Finding No. 1.  If Commissioners opted for the latter, Chairperson 
Brown offered that the Review Committee deny PSP’s request and not change its preliminary report. 
 
 Commissioner Tate asked if the Review Committee’s concerns could be reflected in its preliminary 
report, i.e., indicate MVR of underlying encounter was not clear and provide reasoning.  Chairperson 
Brown replied that the Review Committee could describe its deliberations about PSP’s request to remove 
Finding No. 1 but consensus of the Review Committee appeared to reflect that Commissioners were not 
given enough information to support removal.  Commissioner Tate supported that approach and Review 
Committee Chairperson Boyer also agreed.  As pointed out by Commissioner Canagarajah, Chairperson 
Brown reminded Commissioners that PSP still had the opportunity to publicly respond in writing to record 
its position and opinion if the full Commission adopted the Review Committee’s preliminary report.  
Chairperson Brown summarized the Review Committee’s deliberations to include the addition of a 
paragraph reflecting today’s deliberations.   
 
 Concerning PSP’s second request for removal of descriptive language [i.e., “forcibly and 
aggressively”] regarding the Trooper’s conduct, Chairperson Brown relinquished the floor to Review 
Committee Chairperson Boer for further discussion and deliberation.  Review Committee Chairperson 
Boyer stated removal of this language was in furtherance of fairness to the Trooper and objectivity.  
However, Review Committee Chairperson Boyer remarked that if the Review Committee agreed to 
remove this language then PSP should remove its descriptive language from comprehensive summaries 
when referring to members of the public.  Chairperson Brown replied that PSP cannot change records 
concerning this incident because its investigation was closed.  Nonetheless, Chairperson Brown stated that 
the Review Committee could explore whether this was something, i.e., use of descriptive language, 
addressed in any PSP policy or its training. 
 
 Commissioner Ashe agreed with Review Committee Chairperson Boyer and Commissioner 
Bradford-Grey remarked that this was an area that troubled her the most, i.e., descriptions of the 
complainant’s demeanor, conversations, body language, and actions.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey 
believed this to be a real problem because words carry meaning, power, and are used to make judgments.  
After reading the complaint and PSP’s comprehensive summary of its investigation, Commissioner 
Bradford-Grey imagined what she would see, but these images did not match what she saw in the MVR 
of the underlying encounter.  Commissioner Bradford-Grey also noted that such language in PSP’s records 
created a certain narrative and without the MVR the public would be unaware of what happened.  Review 
Committee Chairperson Boyer could not agree more and wished to dissuade use of creative writing.                            
                            
 Chairperson Brown offered to amend the Review Committee’s preliminary report [which included 
the possible addition of an entire new Finding and related Recommendation concerning the use of 
descriptive language] as discussed for further consideration during its Special Meeting scheduled for 
October 11, 2022 and asked if Commissioners wished to make any other comments.  Chairperson Brown 
cautioned Commissioners that if the Review Committee made significant amendments to its draft 
preliminary report such action may necessitate another “opportunity to respond” meeting with PSP.   
 
 Vice-Chairperson Pittinger wished to recognize the Commissioners’ thoughtful discussion and 
comments which lent to establishing the importance, legitimacy, and value of the Commission.  Vice-
Chairperson Pittinger remarked further that these conversations simultaneously lent to fostering and 
achieving cooperation with Covered Agencies and thanked Commissioners for a job well done.        
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 At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor to both specific comments [concerning Internal 
Case No. 21-0010-P] and general comments regarding any business of the Review Committee, and no 
individual offered any comment. 

 
With no further deliberations or any other business, Chairperson Brown asked Review Committee 

Chairperson Boyer if he had any final remarks or comments and Review Committee Chairperson Boyer 
responded he did not have anything to add.  The Review Committee’s Public Session ended at 2:49 p.m.     
 
At 2:49 p.m.  Announcements by Commission Chairperson 
 Chairperson Brown provided closing remarks and informed the public about how to file complaints 
using the Commission’s hotline, access the Commission’s webpage, and contact the Office of State 
Inspector General (OSIG) and the OSIG’s Bureau of Law Enforcement Oversight for assistance.   
 
At 2:49 p.m.  Special Meeting of the Bias-based Policing Review Committee Adjourned 
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BIAS-BASED POLICING REVIEW COMMITTEE 
SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA 

The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission (Commission), 
established by Executive Order 2020-04 (as amended by Governor Tom Wolf on April 30, 2021) 
announces a Special Meeting of the Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee (Review 
Committee) to be held in person at the Office of State Inspector General located at 555 Walnut Street, 
7th Floor, Forum Place, Harrisburg, PA 17101 and virtually via the Commission’s information 
technology platform (Microsoft Teams) on Wednesday, September 21, 2022, at 1:00pm (Executive 
Session) and at 1:30pm (Public Session).   

In accordance with 65 Pa.C.S. § 709(b) and Article 6, Section 2 of the Commission’s Bylaws, the 
Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda consists of the following items: 

(1) Executive Session [closed to the public – Review of Meeting Agenda; Opportunity for Covered Agency
to Respond to draft of Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case Nos. 21-0010-P
and provide any other additional confidential information related to its completed internal investigation
of underlying incident; and other administrative matters];

(2) Call to Order and Roll Call [expected to begin at approximately 1:30pm];
(3) Acceptance of Meeting Agenda;
(4) Approval and adoption of previous Special Meeting Minutes from September 9, 2022;
(5) Approval of administrative and/or other procedural matters;
(6) Report by the Bias-Based Policing Review Committee’s Chairperson;
(7) Opportunity for general public comment;
(8) Consideration, discussion, deliberation, and official action(s) concerning comments offered by the

Covered Agency and any other Commissioner in anticipation of the issuance and ratification of a
Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0010-P involving determinations
relevant to the Covered Agency’s completed internal investigation and related recommendations, if any;

(9) Opportunity for special public comment concerning Internal Case No. 21-0010-P;
(10) Consideration, discussion, deliberation, and official action(s) concerning Resolution No. BBP - 1

[Adoption and Ratification of Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-
0010-P by the Bias-Based Policing Review Committee for consideration by the Pennsylvania State Law
Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission] and the contents thereof;

(11) Opportunity for general public comment; and
(12) Executive Session [closed to the public – finalization of Preliminary Investigative Review Report for

Internal Case No. 21-0010-P based on actions taken during the meeting].

Individuals having questions regarding this Special Meeting of the Commission’s Bias-Based 
Policing Review Committee, which is open to the public, should contact the Bureau of Law Enforcement 
Oversight within the Pennsylvania Office State Inspector General (OSIG) at (717) 787-6835.  Media 
inquiries may be directed to the OSIG’s Deputy State Inspector General for External Affairs Jonathan 
Hendrickson at (717) 265-8396. 

Sha S. Brown, Chairperson  
Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory 
Commission 
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